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Society of British
Neurological Surgeons

A Message from the President
With respect to contemporary engagement, the SBNS
Officers and some SBNS Members attended the 65th
anniversary meeting of the Neurological Society of
India (NSI) to participate in a friendship meeting in
Chennai in December.

Dear Colleagues and friends,
It is a real privilege to be President of the society and
an honour to be the first ‘scouser’ to hold the post.

With respect to the former, we held our Anniversary
dinner at the Athenaeum Club on the 2nd of
December 2016, exactly 90 years after the historic
inaugural meeting, on same date with the same

President NSI, Dr. R. C. Mishra, Prof.Ramamurthi’s
Son, Organising Secretary NSICON Dr V. P.
Singh,SBNS President, P. May

The SBNS Celebrates its 90th Birthday – 2nd December 2016

Past and Present SBNS Presidents: J. Steers, R. Kerr, P. May, R. Nelson, J. D. Pickard, G. Teasdale,
P. van Hille, D. Hardy, A. Moore and S. Murray, SBNS Administrator who has worked with them all
menu! The oration to the society was eloquently
given by Prof. Sir Graham Teasdale, in my opinion
the greatest living British Neurosurgeon, with
introductions from Prof.Ciaran Bolger and Prof.
Andrew King. The guest response was provided by
Miss Clare Marx President of the RCS.

One of the founding fathers of Indian Neurosurgery
was Prof Balasubramaniam Ramamurthi. He trained
under George Rowbotham in Newcastle and Geoffrey
Jefferson in Manchester in the late 1940’s before
returning to Chennai to be the founding secretary of
the NSI in 1951.

Eight past presidents attended along with SBNS
council members and guests. For me it was an
emotive and wonderful experience and I hope to be
around in 2026 for the centenary!

I felt it would be appropriate for the Society to
honour our Indian colleagues and society and so,
with the unanimous support of council, we decided
to award the SBNS medal posthumously to Prof
Ramamurthi.

supported by

In the uncertainty of the peri/post Brexit world, the
re-establishment of stronger links, both training and
academic, with our Indian neurosurgical colleagues
was the main agenda for both our societies in the
high-level talks that followed. The SBNS executive is
totally committed and will keep everyone updated
and engaged.
In a similar vein, we need to re-establish our
relationship, as one of the world’s oldest, relevant
and dynamic societies, with the WFNS, and to
that aim we have recently met with the incoming
President Franco Servadei, to strengthen our ties.

Paul May
SBNS President

The credibility, value and relevance of our society
are dependent on its history, its contemporary
engagement and its future planning.

I do not think we appreciated the impact of that
gesture until I was making the award to his family
in the presence of the grandson of the “Father of
India” Sri Krishna Gandhi.

With respect to future planning, I was delighted
and enthused to see the first publication of the
joint BNTRC / SBNS newsletter. I believe that
the high quality of our trainees will ensure our
ongoing vibrant success. It is highly significant and
encouraging that 85% of UK units are engaged with
at least one of the multicentre research studies.
I must express my ongoing gratitude to Carole
Turner and Peter Hutchinson for their unwavering
commitment to this programme.
We face many other challenges, not least in relation
to the society’s role as the primary GMC recognised
provider of spinal surgery and training. I am very
glad therefore that Tom Cadoux-Hudson has agreed
to take on a vice presidency role with special
responsibilities for spinal training. We need to
strengthen our relationship and engagement with
BASS and redefine our relationship with the UKSSB.
We have had productive meetings recently with
both.
All of us face the day to day challenges of practising
in an increasingly brutal financial and resource
limited NHS, but I am confident that we are a strong
society with a broad swathe of representation and
engagement across NHS England, the GIRFT process,
mandated Clinical Outcome Publication, NNAP, the
Intercollegiate Exam Board, FSSA, the Royal Colleges,
SAC and JCHST. I believe that we are seen as a
responsible, robust and innovative speciality.
Whilst the challenges and uncertainties of the
practice of medicine in today’s NHS may deter some,
our annual NANSIG Career Day to be held on the
21st January at RCS, is yet again oversubscribed with
over a 100 registered to attend. Neurosurgery is still
an attractive and stimulating specialty and is in no
small way a reflection of the enthusiasm and quality
of the service offered day to day by all of you.
Finally, I hope that you and your families have had
a safe, peaceful and happy Xmas and New Year, and
please feel free to contact me at any time.
Warmest regards
Paul May, SBNS President
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Welcome to
New Members
The following members were ratified at the
SBNS Business Meeting held on the 22nd
September 2016 in Telford during the SBNS
Autumn Meeting.

Full
Erminia Albanese
Rafid Al-Mahfoudh
Constantinos Charalambides
Eoin Fenton
Pasquale Gallo
Adamantios Mavrakis
Erlick Pereira
Ryan Waters

Stoke
Liverpool
Bristol
Dublin
Edinburgh
Glasgow
London
Southampton

Associate
Michael Canty
Thomas Doke
Venetia Giannakaki
Richard Mair
Aexander Rossdeutch
Daniele Vecchione
Arif Zafar

Glasgow
London
Newcastle
Cambridge
Sheffield
Preston
Sheffield

Affiliated
Khaled Badran
Emma Dalton
Joe Davids
Andrew Hall
Patrick Holton
Mark Knights
Chapa Makawita
Anand Pandit
Adam Pilarski
Arish Reyman
Micaela Uberti
Yizhou Wan
Gulam Zilani
Matthew Welch

Dundee
London
Cardiff
Aberdeen
Stoke
Leeds
Newcastle
London
Brighton
Oxford
London
Stockton on Tees
Cardiff
Oxford

International
Kassem El-Shunnar
Pietro Mortini
Robert Roach
Prabin Shrestha

U.A.E
Italy
USA
Nepal

Senior
Tom Cadoux-Hudson
Jeremy Ganz
James Kellerman

Oxford

New Appointments
Katie (Catherine) Gilkes
The Walton Centre NHS Foundation Trust
I am delighted to have the opportunity to support the SBNS as meetings secretary. The
programme for the next 3 years is well underway. Particular highlights include a joint meeting
with the ABN in London in 2018 and the EANS meeting in Dublin in 2019. I look forward to
working with Mark, the administrative team, the academic committee and the host units in
making the meetings enjoyable, informative and relevant to the membership.

Mark Wilson Imperial Hospitals NHS Trust, St Mary’s
Hospital, London
The SBNS meetings are how many of us keep in touch, both with advances in neurosurgery
and with each other. At a time of healthcare change, this is more important than ever. I am
delighted to be working with Katie, the Council and with the host units for the exciting line up
of meetings we have over the next few years.

Peter Whitfield Derriford Hospital, Plymouth
Peter Whitfield has recently been appointed as Chairman of the Specialist Advisory Committee
in Neurosurgery (SAC), taking over from Tom Cadoux-Hudson. Peter is a Consultant
Neurosurgeon in Plymouth and has been Training Programme Director for the South West
Programme for several years. He has been the Deputy Chairman of the SAC for six years and
is committed to training the next generation of neurosurgeons. Peter is also Secretary to
the National Neurosurgery Selection Board (2015-17) and Chairman of the European Board
Examination of Neurological Surgery. Peter looks forward to working with TPDs, Trainees and
colleagues and to further develop neurosurgical training in the British Isles.

Clinical Reference Group
The following SBNS Members were appointed to the Clinical Reference Group (CRG). The
Society is very pleased to have such good representation. Congratulations to all.
Spine 		

Neurosurgery

Trauma 		

Paediatrics

John Leach

Paul Eldridge

Mark Wilson

Ian Kamaly

James Allibone

Paul Grundy (Cancer) 			

			

Rodney Laing		

NICE - Interventional Procedures Advisory Committee
Mr Alistair Jenkins has recently been appointed as the Neurosurgical Specialist Advisor to
NICE for Interventional Procedures. Mr Barrie White previously carried out the role extremely
efficiently for the past 14 years.

New Editor for the British Journal of
Neurosurgery
This month I take over from Paul Eldridge as editor of the
British Journal of Neurosurgery. Paul has led the journal
through one of the most successful periods in its history.
This period has seen the submission rate of papers to the
journal more than double, the successful negotiation of
automatic subscription to all SBNS members, a steady
improvement in the quality of scientific content and a
sustained rise in the journal’s International readership
and standing. It is my hope that we can maintain and
continue Paul’s successes. The neurosurgical researchers
of the British Isles may not be the world’s best funded,
but we are leaders in the generation, assessment, and
dissemination of ideas, and I am honoured to serve our
journal in this role.
Patrick Mitchell
Consultant Neurosurgeon, Newcastle
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Opening of The John Pickard
Neurosurgical Laboratories - Cambridge

An OBE for Prof.
Robin Sengupta

It is with great pleasure that we announce the
award of an OBE in the New Year’s Honours to
Robin Sengupta, emeritus Consultant in Newcastle.

From left to right: Profs. Patrick Maxwell, Peter Hutchinson, Patrick Chinnery, Richard Gilbertson, John
Pickard, Mr Stephen Price, Mr Colin Watts, Mr Paul May (President of the Society of Neurosurgeons) &
Dr Franco Servadei (President-elect of the World Federation of Neurosurgical Societies)
Of course, my family and I are delighted with this
warm recognition. Equally important is the signal that
it sends that the University of Cambridge believes in
Academic Neurosurgery and its future growth as an
independent discipline able to collaborate with world
class science and introduce that new vocabulary
into neurosurgery. There have been too many Chairs
of Neurosurgery in the UK and abroad that have
disappeared or been subsumed into anonymous
thematic structures, ships of convenience for national
reviews of universities but so destructive of identity.
Identity and role models matter if we are to continue
to attract the best undergraduates and trainees into
our specialty. I am proud that Academic Neurosurgery
in Cambridge continues to prosper and expand under
the leadership of my colleagues Peter Hutchinson,
Peter Kirkpatrick, Rod Laing, Stephen Price, Colin
Watts, Adel Helmy, Mark Kotter, Marek Czosnyka,
Peter Smielewski, Keri Carpenter, Alexis Joannides and
Carole Turner in partnership with our academically

orientated NHS colleagues, both past and present
including a past president David Hardy. The Wolfson
Brain Imaging Centre, NIHR Brain Injury HTC, UK
Shunt Registry/Evaluation Laboratory and computing
platforms (ICM+ and Orion) are flourishing to which
are now added Neurochemistry, Brain Tumour Imaging
and Neuro-oncology. At a time of overwhelming
pressures in the NHS, academic neurosurgery offers
the younger generation real hope for an exciting
future where their creativity may be harnessed
towards advancing innovative care for our patients.
Apparently, there are ten rules when naming a new
facility, the first of which is to only name it after a
dead person. Sorry but I have no intention, not that I
have a choice, ‘to go gently into that good night!’.
Too many new avenues to explore.
John Pickard

SBNS Research Day
Friday 10 February 2017
The Academic Committee in conjunction with the
SBNS are holding an SBNS Research Day on 10th
February at the RCS in London to showcase all UK
Neurosurgical Research, present and future. This will
be a unique opportunity to discuss research projects
and ideas with experts in all areas of Neurosurgery.

To register please click on the link

The Programme can be downloaded via the SBNS
website. The registration fee is £20, which includes
lunch, refreshments and a drinks reception at
approximately 17.30pm.

Carole Turner – SBNS Research Manager Peter
Hutchinson – SBNS Academic Chair

http://www.etouches.com/sbnsresearchday
There are a limited number of places!
All are welcome!

Robin was the second son of a poor family in
Chittagong, in what is now Bangladesh. A rich
benefactor sent his elder brother to school; he
would come home and teach Robin, who was
selling fruit on the street, what he had learned that
day. Robin finally went to school himself, and with
hard work and determination made it to medical
school.
He came to Britain in 1961 fired with a desire to
practise surgery. He could not afford the training in
India, but thrived within the NHS and completed
his training in Neurosurgery in Newcastle. Having
studied under Yasargil in Zurich, he brought back
microsurgical skills to a unit with little interest
in aneurysm surgery; the result was that he did
almost every aneurysm operation for over ten
years, gaining an unparalleled experience and
writing a book and numerous papers on the
subject.
Robin’s boundless energy and unique personality
made inspired intense loyalty amongst his trainees,
while being a loyal colleague and guide to his
consultant colleagues. His patients of course loved
him, and it is for his tireless dedication to them
and to the NHS over 41 years that he received his
award.
However, his activities since retirement have
been no less vigorous, and equally important.
In Calcutta, his home in India since Partition,
there is a very fragmented and incomplete
tertiary healthcare system; Robin, with two other
expatriate Indian neurosurgeons, was determined
to build a Neurosciences unit where facilities
would be available to everyone. With help from the
West Bengal government – whom he approached
with his customary forcefulness – and from his
many friends in Newcastle and beyond, who were
encouraged to dig deep in their pockets, he secured
a plot of land. The hospital was duly completed and
opened fully to patients over five years ago.
The award of an OBE is a small recognition of
Robin’s dedication, motivation and sheer hard
work for the ordinary people of not one but two
countries.
Alistair Jenkins
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Mansell Bequest Prize for Neuroscience Research
Submissions are invited for items
to be included in the programme
for the Mansell event on 5th
June 2017 at The Medical Society
of London, Chandos St, London.
The applicant should be a clinical
neuroscience trainee or recently
appointed specialist. The short list
will comprise up to 6 presentations

lasting 30 mins, which must be
comprehensible to a non-specialist
medical audience. The first prize
will be £1,000. The selected
presentations will be published
with the Society’s Transactions, and
a typescript must be available no
later than 12th June 2017.

Submissions, which should be supported by a head of
department, should be from graduates from a British
University or concern research undertaken in Britain.
The closing date for submissions will be April 3rd 2017

Members of the SBNS have free access to ebrain
(www.ebrainjnc.com). The ebrain project is now in
its 6th year, there are over 7,000 users from across
Europe and beyond with several hundred hits every
day. There are 72 gigabytes of learning materials
including 650 elearning sessions, webinars, virtual
patients, question banks, bibliographies and so on.

Content scope

Behind the scenes

We are continuously developing additional content.
Since launch, the most significant new developments
for Neurosurgeons have been a comprehensive
Neuroradiology programme developed with the
British Society of Neuroradiology and the eSpine
sessions developed with the UK Spinal Surgery
Board.

The Joint Neurosciences Council owns Ebrain,
which is now an established charity. The Joint
Neurosciences Council has, as its members, the UK
specialty neuroscience associations including the
SBNS. As a charity, any profit must be recycled into
the charity and it is important to emphasise that no
author, reviewer, module editor or clinical lead has
been paid.

Neurosurgery mock examination
This runs in May and has grown from 30 candidates
in 2014 to 191 candidates in 2016. The exam is 2
½ hours long and can be taken anywhere with an
internet connection and anytime within a three day
window.
It provides formative feedback to trainees and a
certificate of participation that could be uploaded
into ISCP. Credit should go to Mr Robert Corns for his
work in managing the questions. The old exams are
all available for use at any time.

CPD points
ebrain has been approved by the Royal College of
Physicians for the award of up to 9 external CPD
points per annum and The European Accreditation
Council for CME (EACCME has also apprised some
content.

Boot camp course materials
For the 2016 ST3 boot camp we have developed an
ebrain component that includes links to pre-course
reading, a pre-course test, post-course test and
electronic feedback.

Question bank
The question bank now has over 2,500 questions
and is the most popular page on the whole of
ebrain. In this area, you can get the system to give
you 20 questions selected at random from the
question bank.

Virtual patients
In this area, you can manage and mismanage cases
quite safely. The learner is presented with a case and
has to choose what to do next. Your answers dictate
what happens and there are many different routes
through these cases.

Full details will be available shortly from the Registrar,
The Medical Society of London, 11 Chandos Street,
London W1G 9EB
info@medsoclondon.org

There are five clinical leads representing different
specialties and regions including a UK neurosurgical
consultant and a neurosurgical trainee from Geneva.
The office team now comprises an administrator,
technical support and a content editor.

Updating content
The newly appointed content editor will manage the
process of updating all the content. Some sessions
such as the oncology sessions, for example, have
become outdated. This process will be going on over
several years and we are going to be looking for
authors and reviewers.

What next
Mobile access
Ebrain works with all common platforms and
computer types. At the moment there is a bug with
safari - when the session opens it sometimes fails to
load the content, just change the size of the window
and it will work normally. Ensure you have pop ups
unblocked for the ebrain site. Mobile access is best
using the free app called moodle mobile available
from both app stores. To set this up put the ebrain url
in as www.ebrainjnc.com/learning

There are a number of developments “in the
pipeline”. For example we have opened discussions
with ISCP to see if we can get ebrain certificates to
appear in ISCP portfolios and we are exploring how
we might work with the European Association of
Neurological Societies.

Can I get involved?
Yes please do. The website www.ebrainjnc.com
has many ways you can contribute content - we
especially want virtual patients.
Simon Thomson
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Friendship Meetings Overseas
Despite Brexit, the SBNS aims to improve its
relationship with our European and International
colleagues and is delighted that they seem to feel the
same way towards the SBNS.

65th Annual Conference of the
Neurological Society of India (NSI)
Last month the Society was invited to attend the 65th
Annual Conference of the NSI in Chennai. Fortunately,
I missed the Cyclone, which hit Chennai a few days
before. Messrs May, Nelson and Prof. Hutchinson were
not so lucky and experienced its full force. They were
confined to their hotel rooms with only the mini bar
for comfort! Thankfully, they survived and were able
to deliver their talks, which were very well received.
Mr May was also able to present the SBNS Medal; the
first to be awarded internationally.
The meeting was a great success, both academically
and socially. The NSICON organising committee,
especially the President NSI, Dr. R. C. Mishra, President
Elect, Dr Deepu Banerji, Secretary, Dr V. P. Singh and
Organising Secretary, NSICON Dr K Sridhar, were
especially gracious and welcoming and pulled out all
the stops to make our visit extra special.
I received lots of visitors to the SBNS Stand and our
new leaflets – How to become a Neurosurgeon
in the UK and How to become a Member of the
SBNS - were very popular with the NSI delegates.
We look forward to our next friendship meeting with
the NSI in 2020 in the UK hosted by the Preston
Unit….hopefully I will master the art of putting on a
saree by then!

Organising Secretary, NSICON Dr K Sridhar and some of the SBNS Team

SBNS Members are invited Guests to the Following Overseas
Meetings
14 - 17 May 2017 Joint meeting
between the SBNS and the
German Neurosurgical Society in
Magdeburg

Thank you to all SBNS Members who submitted an abstract for the Joint Meeting with the German Society of Neurosurgery. The 10 highest scoring trainee submissions
are to be awarded 800 Euros of sponsorship money towards meeting expenses. To find out more about the meeting and to register and book accommodation please visit:
http://www.dgnc.de/2017

17-19 May 2017Spainish Society
of Neurosurgery Meeting
Barcelona

The SBNS and CNS have also been invited to
participate in the XX1Meeting of the Spanish
Society of Neurosurgery (SENEC) in Barcelona.
The theme of the meeting will be

“Preservation of neurological function: a must
paradigm”. On the Friday, there will be a special
plenary section on Victor Horsley, organised by
Michael Powell, Senior Member of the SBNS.

SBNS Members are also welcome to submit
abstracts for the meeting and attend.
Further details please visit
http://www.neurocirugia2017barcelona.com/

We hope the SBNS will be well represented at both the above meetings.
5
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Our colleagues at the John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford
are delighted to be hosting the SBNS Spring meeting in
March 2017 and have chosen the historic Examination
Schools for the conference venue; very apt for this
famous and historic University Town.

The Oxford Conference app will shortly be available to download from the SBNS
website.
The Oxford team and the SBNS administrators look forward to seeing you in Oxford
in March.

Attending SBNS meetings is an excellent opportunity to fulfil external CPD for
appraisal and revalidation as well as for networking and meeting up with friends and
colleagues during the social events.
The Welcome Reception, on Wednesday evening, will be at the Oxford University
Museum of Natural History, amongst the many fascinating exhibits on show, and the
more formal gala dinner will be in the atmospheric dining hall of the famous Balliol
College. We plan to theme the event and have some dancing - places are limited so
book early to avoid disappointment.
On Tuesday afternoon, the British Radiosurgery Society will be joining the meeting
and hosting a half-day meeting, the agenda is available on the conference page, and
all are welcome to attend.
The Life Long Learning Session on Wednesday morning will be on Functional
Anatomy for Low-Grade Glioma Surgery with guest speakers from the European
Association of Neurosurgical Societies (EANS).

Dining Hall at Balliol College

Guest Lectures - Professors Tipu Aziz, Chris Bulstrode CBE and Hugues Duffau will
deliver the three eponymous Lectures and we will also be honouring Prof. Gordon
Murray for his services to neurosurgery research and have invited him to give an
additional lecture on Thursday. Mr Adel Helmy will be delivering the Hunterian
Lecture.
We have had a record number of abstract submissions for this meeting. All were of a
very high standard and the programme committee had the difficult task of trying to
fit in as many as possible into the time available. We therefore had to include several
parallel sessions.
There will also be breakfast seminars, a Research Update, a large Poster Session and
an extensive exhibition. All in all a full packed academic programme with some fun
social events and an opportunity to catch up with colleagues. To find out more about
the meeting, register and book accommodation please visit the Oxford Conference
Page.
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SBNS Autumn Meeting 2016 - Telford
It was the first time the Stoke Unit
has hosted an SBNS Meeting and
hopefully it will not be the last
as they did a great job and the
meeting was a great success. The
Society would like to thank the
Stoke team and especially Howard
Brydon for all his time and effort
and Mr Tezarakis for organising
the Life Long Learning Session on
Stroke. The academic content was
of a very high standard and the
following prizes were awarded.

Best Oral Presentation

Best Poster Presentation

Mr K.Z. Thant, Queen Elizabeth
Hospital Birmingham, Birmingham,
UK, for his abstract:

Ahmed Aly, Hospital: Queens Medical
Centre, Nottingham, UK for his
abstract:

Analysis of spinal dural arteriovenous
fistulas managed with endovascular
and surgical treatment: a 10-year
single-centre experience

IDH-1 status and thromboembolic
events in patients with glioblastoma

Photo Gallery

Mr Stephen Price also delivered the
Hunterian Lecture on: Local control
of glioblastomas: lessons from John
Hunter and advanced MR imaging of
the peritumoural region
Congratulations to all presenters.

If you were unable to attend the meeting or
would like to see the talks again you can do
so via Talking Slides: ESW, our AV Company,
have recorded and uploaded all the oral
presentations for viewing to their website:
http://sbns.talkingslideshd.com. You will be
required to register and create a password to
gain access. Please use the registration code:
th76rt5. Once logged in you can view all the
talks presented at the meeting.

The SBNS would like to thank
everyone who contributed to the
meeting, our Hosts, the presenters
and all our Sponsors.

You can view the photos taken at the meeting - Keynote lectures, Welcome Reception, Gala Dinner, the group photo
and Exhibition by clicking on this link : http://jalbum.net/a/1751847

If you wish to have a copy of any of the
images please contact John Murray at
john@pnjphotography.com

The Host, Howard Brydon
Welcoming everyone to Telford
Socialising in the bar - what the SBNS members
do best!

The Liverpool team made a special effort to
support Paul May as he takes over as SBNS
President

The Life Long Learning Team

Great Gatsby Themed Gala Dinner

Letting our hair down on the dance floor!
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Dates For your diary
The British Skull Base Society Meeting
Thursday 26th and Friday 27th January
Cardiff

British Neurosurgical CSF Group Meeting
Friday 17th March
Liverpool

The British Neurovascular Group 8th Annual
Meeting
Thursday 2nd and Friday 3rd February
Glasgow

SBNS Spring Meeting 2017
29 - 31 March
The Examination Schools
Hosted by the John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford

SBNS Research day
10th February 2017
RCS England

London Acute Care Conference
Wednesday 28th and Thursday 29th June
London

The British Neurosurgical Research Group
Meeting
Thursday 2nd March and Friday 3rd March
Birmingham

Care of the critically ill neurosurgical patient
July dates TBC
Sheffield

BASS Annual Meeting
15-17 March 2017
Manchester

SBNS Autumn Meeting 2017
20-22 September
Titanic Hotel, Liverpool
(An African Theme with the Nigerian and Ghanaian
Neurosurgical Associations as invited guests)
Hosted by the Walton Centre, Liverpool
The 7th Liverpool Paediatric Neurosurgery
Masterclass
Thursday 23rd and Friday 24th November
Liverpool

Please visit the Dates for your Diary Section of the SBNS Website for full details of
forthcoming meetings and courses http://www.sbns.org.uk/index.php/conferences/diary/
The SBNS Newsletter is your chance to communicate with your SBNS colleagues. Contributions are
welcome for the next issue due out in August 2017; content will be required by the end of July 2017.
Please contact Suzanne Murray at the SBNS office admin@sbns.org.uk
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